**Safet Note**

Read this instruction sheet and the catalog for the XN4E series emergency stop switch, and ensure that the correct operation is guaranteed. Improper use of the switch can result in adverse effects on the system. Improper use of the emergency stop switch for safety-related equipment in a control circuit can result in damage to the system due to improper operation of the emergency stop switch.

**Caution**

1. The XW9Z-VL2MF terminal cover is used for the emergency stop switch, and the TOP marking on the terminal cover with anti-rotation projection Locking ring cannot be removed.
2. The latches cannot be removed.
3. Improper risk assessment to make sure of safety.
4. Make sure that the XW9Z-VL2MF is securely installed. IP20 cannot be ensured when installed incorrectly, and electrical shocks may occur.

**Wiring**

Tighten the terminal screws to a torque of 0.6 to 1.0 N m. Improper tightening of the terminal screws will cause the contacts to bounce.

**Contact Block and Panel Mounting**

First, make sure the operator button. Tighten the terminal screws to a torque of 0.6 to 1.0 N m. Improper tightening of the terminal screws will cause the contacts to bounce.

**8 Terminal Arrangement (Bottom View)**
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- **L** and **TOP** marking on the contact block, **L** and **TOP** marking on the terminal cover, **L** and **TOP** marking on the nameplate using pliers.
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- **L** and **TOP** marking on the contact block, **L** and **TOP** marking on the terminal cover, **L** and **TOP** marking on the nameplate using pliers.

Please confirm that the delivered product is what you have ordered.

Thank you for selecting IDEC product. Please confirm that the delivered product is what you have ordered.